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This article applies to the following:
Component(s):
Administrator 
Architect 
Client 
Web Service 
License Service 
 
Solutions(s):
All 
 
Summary 

IssueNet supports two types of connections to the IssueNet database: Direct and Web Service. A direct connection establishes 
a SQL connection directly between the client application and the database as well as other required services such as MSMQ. 
A web service connecton establishes a communication link between the IssueNet web service, which in turn, establishes a 
SQL connection link to the database and other required services on behalf of the client application. In most cases, a user 
wants to use the web service connection. 

 
Platform Communication Points 

IssueNet applications communicate with several different services during operation. These services include the database 
where the information is persisted, the license server where the user is authenticated, and Microsoft Messaging Queue 
(MSMQ) from which notifications are sent, as a result of notification actions. Additional services may be required as 
well depending on the solution. Each of these services imply both a security relationship and the ability to address the 
computer between the connecting application and the computer fulfilling the service. In many cases these relationships are 
very simple to configure and manage, but as more and more people are granted access to the IssueNet solution, the more 
these relationships can become points of failure. 

In the case where only users within a secure domain are going to be acessing a particular IssueNet solution an administrator 
can enable access to these domain users fairly easily and can provide access to the services at a routing level by simply 
making sure the hosting machines are on the domain. 

As the complexity of relationships between end user machines and these IssueNet required services increase, so does 
the administrative complexity that allows these users to work with the IssueNet solution reliably. To simplify this problem in 
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